Student research profiles:

Recent topics of Political Science Honors in the Major Theses include:

Drugs, War and Immigration: A shared conflict
The Future: Our Children
Mirroring Human Rights abuse in Latin America:
   Understanding the Increase of Cases in the Inter-American Court System
Blood in America:
   Exploring the Death Penalty in the United States through Inmates Experiences’.
Public Opinion on Globalization: A Question of Predisposition or Rationality?
Bringing the State in: Explaining Turkish Foreign Policy in an Unstable Region
“More Than Just Friends” Factors that Influence Alliance Formation in International Politics
Making Democracy Sustainably:
   Education as a Tool for Democratic Success in the Western Hemisphere
Sharing the Same Demons: The Venezuelan-Iranian Alliance and Their Anti-U.S. Ideology
Post-2008 Voting Bills and their Partisan Origins